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1) The Prologue 
 
At the risk of sounding like the start of a Lonnie Donegan record (see, I know my 
audience ..), “This ‘ere’s the story of a wrestling venue that deserves to be told.” So, 
I’ll tell it. 
 
It’s a story of the excitement and memories that the Golden Years of  British 
Wrestling generated at Wisbech Corn Exchange. Magnificent highs and sad lows as 
promoter after promoter battled to keep the crowds coming.  The late fifties proved 
reasonably fruitful, but as armchair entertainment grew in popularity the wrestling 
fan, along with everyone else, became a little more discerning. You needed a good 
reason to “go to the wrestling.” Sixties promoters had their work cut out. 
 
Let me put my role in perspective. My interest in the game started in the sixties, 
because one of my friends was related to the Corn Exchange owner. That meant a 
good seat, and when Jack Taylor started promoting I helped out with chairs, putting 
up rings, then travelling around to other halls as a go-fer. So I had something of an 
insight other fans were not privy to. I left school at 16 to become a journalist, which 
wasn’t exactly welcomed by the workers! But it did mean I could get publicity for 
promotions which they could never otherwise hope to get.  
 
Local papers were hungry for copy and were happy to take stories and results and 
plugs for forthcoming events … unlike their national counterparts, of course. It was 
fun writing background pieces to add some colour to the black and white adverts of 



line-ups preparing to visit Wisbech, Holbeach, Kings Lynn, Peterborough, Downham 
Market, March, Chatteris and all points east (anglia, that is). 
 
But I’m getting ahead of myself. Let’s look back at the early years and work gradually 
forward. 
 
2) Dale Martin Moves In …. And Out 
 
The Wisbech Corn Exchange was a top entertainment venue in the sixties. The late 
Norman Jacobs billed acts including the Rolling Stones, Lulu, Adam Faith and Jerry 
Lee Lewis for concerts, and it doubled as a dance-hall, bingo hall, skating arena, 
register office …. and, of course, the wrestling. 
 
Dale Martin Promotions were the first to try their hand, with some success. Take a 
look at two of their last shows in the 1965 season. It was during this season that Dale 
Martin starting selling fewer and fewer tickets. They had started their sojourn at the 
Corn Exchange with names like Pallo and Dempsey. Such stars became rare. 
 
The option of ditching Wisbech in favour of the bigger halls in Peterborough and 
Kings Lynn (20 and 15 miles away respectively) became an increasingly interesting 
and undoubtedly more favourable proposition for them. 
 
 

 
 
 
Then, on November 22 1965 they put on what was to be the last Dale Martin 
Promotion at the Corn Exchange. Bruno Elrington against Kiwi Kingston was top of 
the bill, but once again, no real stand-out contest and interest was very much on the 
wane.  The Wisbech Standard, reporting on the event, said Dale Martin’s MC that 
night, Dave Brown, proclaimed they might be back in the New Year, but nobody 
believed him. 
 
The paper reckoned takings for this last show would have been less than £100. They 
put the blame firmly on DM’s shoulders, saying none of the top names were booked 
for Wisbech, and when tag-teams revived interest for a time they brought the same 
teams back time after time.  

Here we can see some the 
reasons for dwindling 
crowds. Some interesting 
names, but no real ‘big’ 
names to pull the big 
crowds in. A couple of 
points to make – Adrian 
Street versus Bobby 
Barnes before the Hell’s 
Angels years, and Brian 
Trevors is there before 
promoting his own shows 
across the area. 



 
Add to the mix the fact that national papers were running stories questioning the 
legitimacy – or otherwise – of professional wrestling. These were hard times. Take a 
look at the empty seats for the final show …. 

 

 
 
(For the purists, I can tell you Big Bruno was disqualified, Thomson ko’d Penzecoff, 
Ron Oakley beat Roy Howley and Dave Phillips and Kalmen Gaston went to a draw). 
 
So, that was that. Dale Martin pulled stumps and never returned. 
 
3) The Indies Eye Up the Exchange 
 
While Dale Martin was trying to pull in the punters at Wisbech without bringing in 
the headliners, the indies were generating fair crowds at nearby March, in 
Cambridgeshire (10 miles away), using firstly the Palace Hall and then the nearby 
Marcam Hall. 
 
Of course they didn’t have the big names to offer either, but they did a fair job of 
pushing colourful workers like the Red Scorpion, Cowboy Jack Cassidy, 
Witchdoctors and the 20 stone Black Mask with great posters and the promise of 
action that might just be a little more ‘edgy’ than the TV stars. 
 
I’ve been taking a look at some of the names who appeared in March between 1961  
and 1965. Two of the most important names on the bills are Jack Taylor and Max 
Crabtree.  As many will know, Jack and Max were the driving forces behind the 
British Wrestling Federation set up to take on the big boys. And Jack’s International 
Promotions would be the company that breathed wrestling life back into Wisbech 
Corn Exchange some years later. 
 
March fans were choosing their own favourites dished up by the indies and were 
turning up to see them fortnightly, as opposed to Dale Martin’s regional monthly 
shows, in numbers that made the promotion worthwhile.  
 



Regulars across those years included Spike O’Reilly, Killer Ken Davies, Leon Arrass 
and both Vince Apollo and Leno Larazzi before their Undertaking business got going. 
Other names that pop out from the list …. Randolph Turpin, the former boxing 
champ, faced Spike O’Reilly. Big Pat Roach, who had been mentored by Jack Taylor, 
competed in an eight-man tournament. Cliffe Milla was still going strong and was a 
regular. The indies’ crowd-pullers like The Ghoul,  The Monster, The Professor and 
Ezzard Hart were bill-toppers, as was one Shirley Crabtree in what were his more 
mobile years. (He was billed to go in against Australian Digger Watson). His brother 
Max, who would eventually take Shirley by the hand to the enemy camp, was billed 
to go up against Karl Von Krammer. 
 
As well as Pat Roach and Leon Arrass, many of the names were to go on to TV fame. 
Names like Roy ‘Bull’ Davis, Bobo Matu, Leon Fortuna and the Lapaque Brothers. In 
1963 one Cecil Logan was top of the bill against Le Ghoul. Hard to believe that Wild 
Angus started off as a Cecil, isn’t it! He was billed here as coming from London, 
although born in Ireland and achieving fame as a Scot. Old timers putting in their 
twopenneth included Reg Ray, Al Benniston and Bob Sherry. The promoters even had 
the cheek to bill a Gorgeous George to face Bronco Jack Cassidy! Frankie Price was 
in there, too. (He set himself up as Premier Promotions operating out of Croydon.) 
Eddie James also ventured south to wrestle in March. 
 
I was surprised to note the show opener on April 10 in 1964. Taffy Jenkins against 
Mick Collins. Their careers are well documented elsewhere within Wrestling Heritage 
… as is their “nobbins” match. Jack Taylor mentored them and they were very young 
when they started … but I didn’t realise they were already on the bills and on the road 
in ’64. I met them for the first time a couple of years later when they were taking on 
headliners. By then they both performed like seasoned pros … but they were still 
young. As they were only a couple of years older than I was we got on well and their 
sense of humour was infectious. It is difficult to believe that within the last few 
months we have lost both of them. Sad, sad 
losses. I kept Mick’s autograph …. A QUIZ FOR YOU …. 

Mick Collins (left) was one of the youngest pro 
wrestlers this country has seen. In those ’61 to 
’64 days, some names appeared on the March 
bills which had me drawing blanks … but other 
Heritage members may well be able to provide 
some info. 
Names like …. 
Nawamba (Witchdoctor) 
Train Clements (Antigua) 
Imre Csak (Kispest) 
Flash Boyles (Canada) 
Piet Slabbett 
Leni Robair 
Corporal Tony Ansell 
‘Digger’ Watson (Australia) 
I look forward to any ‘finds.’ 
 
 
 



 
4) The Indies Try Their Hand in Wisbech 
 
It’s now 1966. The last canvas-bashing seen by Wisbech fans had been in November 
the previous year. Dale Martin issued a statement saying they’d be back … but no-one 
held their breath. And sure enough, once they had totted up the takings from their last 
show they left the doors open for the Indies. 
 
On February the 19th 1966 the Crabtree vehicle, now operating as Twentieth Century 
Promotions, after a helping hand from Jack, chanced its hand to try and win over the 
Wisbech fan where the TV boys had failed. 
 
The first two decisions they made appear quite astute. Firstly. they changed the 
wrestling night from Monday to Saturday, which was quite a gamble given the 
competition from other Saturday night events going on in the Capital of the Fens. 
Secondly, they introduced … female wrestlers. Dale Martin had always shied away 
from such gimmickry (how ironic avoiding gimmickry appears today!) but 20th 
Century had no such qualms. (Female wrestling never really became a major council 
issue in Wisbech, unlike nearby Kings Lynn where such bouts were, indeed, banned). 
 

 
 
The evening was hailed as a qualified success. The hall was packed. The top of the 
bill bout was dull and the women’s match was described by the Wisbech Standard as 
“hilarious.” It was up to Gentleman Jim Lewis, who would become a regular heel at 
Wisbech, to rescue the night with a furious battle against Lance Morgan which Lewis 
won by KO. Norman Berry was looking after the promotion and told the paper he 
cared not a jot for critics of female wrestling … saying “If people don’t like it they 
shouldn’t come.” But the crowd went home knowing Mr Berry would have to pull 
something fairly special out of the bag to get any sort of loyalty from the Wisbech 
fans. 

Topping 20th C’s first bill was 
Big Mal Kirk (variously billed 
as Mel and even Val over the 
following weeks) against Hans 
Schnabell, of whom I know 
nothing, other than he was 
beaten by Kirk in what the local  
paper called an “unimpressive” 
bout. Jenny Muff (below) faced 
and beat Kathy O’Neil of 
Ireland as Gertrude Schmeling 
was a no-show. 



He went for monthly shows, and for the second show he produced an eye-catching 
headliner. A name you think you know … but actually you don’t, if you see what I 
mean! You think he must be famous because the gimmick is so outrageous. Yet I 
can’t find any other mention of him … anywhere. It’s The Mummy … carried to the 
ring in a coffin from which he slowly emerges once it’s propped up in the corner. 
Swathed in bandages with a white mask and facing the very capable Ray 
Glendenning. 
 

 
 
Glendenning duly went out for the count outside the ring, and Cliffe Milla and Peter 
Lapaque fought to a standstill, sending the fans home happy, so for Mr Berry the 
problem was thus …. 
 
The first show packed the hall. No doubt about the fact that bringing in the ladies 
pulled in the punters … but the show didn’t go down that well. The second show with 
no ladies did not draw quite as many … but those who did turn up loved it.  So, what 
to do for show three? 
 
He put his bets back on the ladies. Not two this time … but four. A female tag match. 
And he took the unusual decision not to advertise any of the other bouts on the bill. 
The newspaper adverts just stated there would be “a full supporting programme.” You 
needed to find a poster to know who else was on offer.  Jenny Muff, who had 
appeared in the first show and established herself as a rough-house fighter, was to 
partner Peggy Shrimpton  in the town’s first ever female tag action.  The Mayor of 
Wisbech, Alderman Ted Rigg, voiced his personal concern about women wrestling 
and there was talk of introducing a clause into the Corn Exchange lease to have them 
banned. The ban never went ahead. The tag match did. 

The hall wasn’t full, as it had been for 
the first show, but the actual wrestling 
was far more to the taste of Wisbech. 
The likes of the Mummy and Adolph 
Dabrowski were just what was needed. 
Bobbie Bierne and Gypsy Smith pulled 
out all the stops to create a great 
opening bout and Dabrowski did what 
he did best – riled the crowd and got 
them in the mood for the main event. 
After the interval the lights dimmed 
and four bearers appeared with the 
coffin (below) 



 
 
It was perhaps just as well the adverts did not spell out the whole card, because the 
posters showed the top of the bill performer to be one Megaton Mike, much hyped, 
but still a mystery to me. And he didn’t turn up anyway. Not turning up was to 
become a real problem for Corn Exchange wrestling fans in the coming months. 
 
Cyril Knowles beat Joseph Zabor in what was seen as a pretty good value-for-money 
bout, but because of the no-show by Megaton Mike, Knowles agreed to fight again 
and take on the man Mike had been billed to face. He was Joseph ‘Ropes’ Orlando, 
another name that has eluded the archives. This time Knowles went under 2-1, and so 
ended the third show put on by 20th Century Promotions. It proved to be their last. 
 
But, fear not. Jack Taylor had established International Promotions and was set to 
become one of the most influential of independent promoters. He was based in 
Leicester but he knew Wisbech fans well through his links with 20th Century 
Promotions, so he took over the reins at Wisbech Corn Exchange. He knew what they 
liked in Wisbech and he was ready to give it to them.  
 
A Golden Era for the Wisbech Corn Exchange was about to begin ….. 
 

  
(Jack with George Biddles, who took Richard Dunn to a date with Ali, heavyweight 
boxer Johnny Prescott and middleweight Wally Swift.)              To Be Continued ….. 

The match pulled in around 600 punters, 
which was not great, although it did 
dwarf some of the crowds Dale Martin 
had been pulling in. 
Jenny Muff and Peggy Shrimpton 
entered the ring to ‘Entry of the 
Gladiators.’ Not original, maybe, but 
effective as it resounded in the Corn 
Exchange. 
Sugar Pie Harlem and Maria Rivoldi 
came from behind to snatch a 2-1 win in 
a match that concentrated a little less on 
‘fun stuff’ and more on the wrestling. 
 


